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Roundtable Description

In this roundtable, staff from Perkins Eastman will discuss the unique challenges of 
being a multiple-practice-area firm. While all firms should continue to evolve and 
maintain their standards and practices, there are unique challenges for architecture 
firms that routinely operate in multiple practice areas. Content management, 
standards curation, and workflow documentation are all important ongoing tasks in a 
design firm. When teams are working in multiple practice areas, what can firms do to 
reduce duplication, bifurcation, or contradiction of standards? How can you have 
standards that produce consistency where required, while also responding to the 
unique needs of different practice areas?



Your Speakers and Moderator

Shane Walton

Associate Principal
For the past 15 years, Shane Walton has practiced as a part 
of Perkins Eastman's New York healthcare studio as a 

designer, project architect, and BIM manager, and has served 

as a licensed architect and certified LEED professional since 
2008. His experience has focused primarily on core and shell 

design, encompassing a broad range of program and scale, 

for both domestic and international projects. Most recently, in 
addition to project work, Shane has played an integral role in 

leading and contributing to efforts to improve BIM standards, 

streamline workflow, and maximize efficiency, at both a 
firmwide and localized level.

Kaleo Young

Associate
Kaleo Young has more than 20 years of experience working in the 
A/E/C industry, and more than 12 years with the firm. A talented 
and hands-on professional, he has contributed his expertise to a 
wide range of projects working with teams across offices and 
practice areas including senior living, commercial, educational, 
residential, and healthcare. In his role as BIM/CAD Manager, 
Kaleo oversees standards and is an expert in Revit, AutoCAD, and 
AutoCAD Architecture. He is a valued technical resource helping 
to educate staff through active involvement in varied groups and 
committees: serving as an IT liaison and BIM Lead and 
contributing to the Green Committee and Revit Round Table 
Discussion Group. Kaleo is passionate about continued learning, 
the creation of a positive and motivated work environment, and 
excellent design that enhances the human experience.

Paul Cheevers 
Associate (moderator)
With over 20 years of CAD and Application management 
experience, Paul Cheevers has worked at Perkins 
Eastman since 2008. As part of the firm’s Design 
Technology group, he provides strategy and planning; 
working closely with the firm’s leadership in Design, 
Project Management and Technical Resources. Since 
joining Perkins Eastman, Paul has been instrumental in 
the creation of the firm’s Visualization & Digital Practice 
groups and has led or contributed to firmwide initiatives 
focusing on 3D Printing, VR/AR, Knowledge Resource 
systems, and Project Information Management 
workflows. Paul brings passion and energy to his work 
and cares deeply about sharing knowledge and 
motivating teams.



Learning Objectives

LO1

Discover methods for separating overall standards from practice area-specific standards.

LO2

Discover why teams sometimes make their own unofficial standards for projects.

LO3

Understand how to bring groups with unofficial standards back into the fold.

LO4

Learn how to approach standards management in a way that enables variation without total 

loss of control.



What are standards anyway?



Standards are…

Standards are more than just symbol libraries or lists of penweights. 

Standards are not just for CAD or BIM.

Standards are the product of the symbiotic relationship between

Content, Process, and Documentation.

• Content – the data used to assemble the deliverable.

• Process – the method used to assemble the deliverable from 

appropriate data.

• Documentation – the team’s guide to proper use of the tools, data, 

and process for executing the project and the deliverables.

These three items work together as the Circle of Standards.
The Circle of Standards



Legacy (pre BIM)

The legacy model of the Circle of Standards in operation 

for a project, showing the Contract at the center.

The Contemporary model of the Circle of Standards in operation 

for a project; the BIM Execution Plan (BXP) has now joined the 

Contract at the center. In the contemporary model, the BXP has 

a more direct impact on the project’s workflow than the Contract.

Contemporary



Discover methods for separating 
overall standards from practice area-
specific standards

LO1



Ask yourself:

WHERE ARE YOU NOW?

Any attempt to update or rework your standards should start with an honest examination of the following:

• The state and organization of your standards or existing content as they are at present.

• The level of practice area or region specific standardization your firm wishes to support.

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?

Before proceeding to update or change your standards, a firm should establish:

• A clear vision of end goals.

• Agreed upon criteria by which to sort and separate content.

• An organizational format by which or manage the various content types and categories.

LO1 Discover methods for separating overall standards from practice area-specific standards.



How do you organize your content?
During this talk, we will refer to four main Categories that can be used as a logical starting point to separate 

different parts of your overall standards. Other firms might add or remove Categories as it suits their own needs.

LO1 Discover methods for separating overall standards from practice area-specific standards.



How do you organize your content?
To organize the content, we have established Four Primary Categories:

It is important to understand that the ratios between the different Categories are not static. The applicability and 

proportion of each Category can vary based on criteria such as: geography, firm size, project-specific 

requirements…

LO1 Discover methods for separating overall standards from practice area-specific standards.



Discover why teams sometimes make 
their own unofficial standards for 
projects

LO2



Why does this happen?

ACCEPTABLE REASONS

• Client or project specific requirements.

• Lack of existing standards.

• Rare or unique project requirements.

• New or unprecedented content.

UNACCEPTABLE REASONS

• Resistance to change.

• Habits and conditioning.

• Time.

• Convenience.

• Poor planning.

• Lack of knowledge or awareness.

• Inadequate resources or staffing.

• Lack of priority or support.

• Firm mergers / partnerships / new employees.

LO2 Discover why teams sometimes make their own unofficial standards for projects.



Understand how to bring groups with 
unofficial standards back into the fold

LO3



Herding Cats

When a team or studio diverges from the broader standards, regardless of the reason, we 

must strive to bring them back to the fold. As we learned in the previous objective, 

understanding the cause for the lapse from standards is the key to the appropriate response.

LO3 Understand how to bring groups with unofficial standards back into the fold

We've diagnosed the problem. What is the remedy?



Examine the Problem

IDENTIFY CHALLENGES
• Scale of problem (individual, project team, studio / office, firmwide).

• Breadth of problem (extent of deviation from standards).

• Acknowledgement of real world constraints (project demands, continuity, balance of priorities, staffing).

• Firm organization (local / global, communications, project management practices, staffing).

• Leadership awareness / priority / support.

• Priority (short term / long term).

• Urgency (model performance & stability, project demands, impact to productivity).

LO3 Understand how to bring groups with unofficial standards back into the fold



Determine the Solution

WHAT ARE THE METHODS?
• Conditioning as the cause, but also the remedy.

• Frequent and direct interface with standards.

• Everyone is a mentor.

• Preemptive or corrective actions in lieu of BIM Manager model clean-up.

• Embedded experienced staff.

• Incentivize recommended practices & convey consequences (reducing extraneous future work, redundant 

effort, model performance).

• Communicate benefits (leadership buy-in, profitability, efficiency).

• Staffing: quality over quantity.

• Address problems early.

LO3 Understand how to bring groups with unofficial standards back into the fold



Learn how to approach standards 
management in a way that enables 
variation without total loss of control

LO4



A Path Forward

AEC projects of any size are always a balancing act between competing priorities. What are 

the considerations to take into account when designing a significant update to a set of 

standards?

LO4 Learn how to approach standards management in a way that enables variation without total loss of control,



Developing Your Strategy

CONSIDERATIONS
• BIM Execution Plan.

• QA/QC Process.

• New hire orientation checklist / protocol.

• Establish goals.

• Prioritization.

• Focused efforts.

• Realistic scale of endeavor.

• Solicit broad / strategic input.

• Avoid silos of knowledge.

• Avoid reliance on single source of knowledge.

• Avoid gatekeeping by single source of authority.

LO4 Learn how to approach standards management in a way that enables variation without total loss of control,

Balance Inherent Tradeoffs



Back to the Future

CONFLUENCE & CONFORMANCE
• Standards are an ever-evolving entity. 

• Conformance of nonconforming content. 

• See initiatives and efforts through entire cycle. 

• Ensure that Contract & BXP reflect current practices.

LO4 Learn how to approach standards management in a way that enables variation without total loss of control,

Nonconforming Content

CRITIQUE & CONTINUITY
• Progress requires a balanced, two-sided approach. 

• Embrace self evaluation and critique.

• Consider context and workflow continuity.

• Remain open to improvement and new ideas.



Contact us!

Shane Walton

Associate Principal
s.walton@perkinseastman.com

Kaleo Young

Associate
k.young@perkinseastman.com

Paul Cheevers 
Associate

p.cheevers@perkinseatman.com
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